Result His most popular book “Roundtable pulpit” did not seem to have any ... and Leadership Meet (Abingdon, 1995), Telling the Truth: Preaching About Sexual. The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Leadership & Preaching Meet. Charles G. Finney Professor of Preaching and Worship Knox Press, 2003), The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Preaching and Leadership Meet (Abingdon, 1995), Preaching Words: 144 Key Terms in Homiletics - Google Books Result The greatest investment leaders ever make is the investment in themselves! We are called to fill the pulpit and God will fill the building. Meet and Greet. The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Leadership & Preaching Meet dialogue is not really preaching as preaching has been defined biblically and . S. McClure, The Roundtable Pulpit: Where Preaching and Leadership Meet.